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About this Ebook

I have been a philosophy student, tutor, and teacher. If there is anything I know 
about philosophy, hopefully it's the basics. That is all I want to provide here. This 
ebook could be useful for philosophy students, but it is meant for everyone 
interested in philosophy. If you want to learn more about philosophy and start 
thinking more like a philosopher, you've come to the right place.

The essays within this ebook were originally posted on my website at 
http://ethicalrealism.com/. If you like this ebook, you might want to take a look. 
You can download more of my free ebooks there, or just take a look at what I 
have to say on various philosophical topics. 

This ebook has not been officially published. It is in a rough draft stage. 
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Preface

What is Philosophy?

Simply put, philosophers hope that they can understand the universe and use that 
knowledge to live a good life. (Understanding what consists in a good life can 
help us do so). Philosophy is a way of life devoted to live up to a hypothesized 
ideal, or to the very least, a hobby consisting of hypothesizing about life s most’  
difficult questions.

Philosophy means love of wisdom.  To be a philosopher is to try to be wise“ ”  
(generally by hypothesizing about various essential elements of reality.) For 
example, philosophers who hypothesizes that killing people is always wrong and 
successfully defends such a view from objections are people who will then prove 
their relative certainty through their behavior. They will have to either give up 
their hypothesis, or decide never to kill anyone, even in self defense.

Philosophy is not separate from natural science, which is an empirical application“  
of philosophy.  Scientists use the same intellectual process as philosophers with”  
an added element of careful observation and testing.

Theology, an intellectual attempt to understand God and other supernatural 
entities, is not completely separate from philosophy either. However, 
philosophers have historically been weary of metaphysics, and hypothesizing 
about supernatural entities  is especially worrisome. Many philosophers dismiss“ ”  
theology because they don t feel the need to hypothesize about something that we’  
seem to know little to nothing about.

If you really want to know what I think philosophy is, I recommend that you 
download my Introduction to Philosophy ebook:
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Why Philosophy is Awesome

Philosophy is exactly what you ve been waiting for. Medication, self-help books,’  
get quick rich schemes, and religion are all rather meaningless unless they have 
been vindicated through philosophy. There are at least two reasons that we 
should learn philosophy. One, it is enjoyable. Two, it helps us live a better life.

1. It is Enjoyable

Either philosophy is enjoyable only because of how our brains work or also 
because we can realize how important philosophy is. Philosophy covers every 
interesting subject you can imagine: ethics, the nature of reality, free will, the 
meaning of life, what makes good art, and so on. The knowledge given to us by 
philosophy could be good for its own sake. We might not need some other reason 
to learn philosophy other than the goodness of learning it in and of itself.
After you learn philosophy, you will find out that many of the greatest books ever 
written are philosophy books and a life that hasn t read some of these books will’  
seem to be lacking. How can we be offered such a short life in this world and not 
enjoy the greatest philosophical achievements?

2. It Helps Us Live a Better Life

Philosophy can help us live a better life in at least two ways. One, a good life  can“ ”  
be, in part, a philosophical life. Two, it can help us decide how our lives can be 
improved.

A philosophical life might be a better life

People used to want to seek enlightenment because enlightenment itself was one 
of the best things we could do. Philosophy offers the greatest kind of 
enlightenment that I know of. Not only could the knowledge of philosophy be 
good in itself, but a philosophical life (to try to live in accordance with 
philosophical knowledge) could also be good in itself. To become philosophical 
was once seen as to become a better sort of being. To become more godly.“ ” 
Someone who studied philosophy might even hope to become a god. (This was 
even agreed upon by some Christian philosophers, such as Boethius.)
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I doubt that we can become gods, but I suspect that philosophy can help us 
become better people. Nietzsche thought that becoming godlike was asking for 
too much, so he just hoped to become an overman, a better kind of person. That 
might be the right kind of attitude to have.

A philosophical life can help us achieve our goals.

Philosophy offers us a path to improve our critical thinking skills far beyond 
anything else I know of. These skills are holistic and can be applied in every 
domain of our life. To learn to make sense  means we can make sense  in our“ ” “ ”  
personal life and figure out what mistakes we have been making day to day. We 
can use philosophy to help us figure out how to improve the world, improve 
ourselves, and have better relationships.

Philosophy offers one of the best sorts of self improvement  that self-help gurus“ ”  
tend to be too impatient to really learn about. This sort of self-help  requires too“ ” “  
much thinking  and too much work  when people want a quick fix.  The best” “ ” “ ”  
way to improve our lives isn t to take a pill or to try to get rich quick.  It s to work’ “ ” ’  
on improving ourselves a little at a time. To learn about philosophy is to learn 
about the world, improve our critical thinking, and to use our philosophical 
knowledge and skills in everyday life.

Conclusion

Richard Dawkins suggested that people aren t interested enough in science’  
because it hasn t been presented the right way. Students need to learn about’  
science because it s good for its own sake.  He makes it sound like this means’ “ ”  
nothing more than science is exciting  but science might be enjoyed because it is“ ”  
so important. Of course, science is merely one part of philosophy, and I believe 
philosophy is of equal importance.

People often look for meaning in all the wrong places, such as medication and the 
supernatural. Philosophy offers a much more satisfying sort of meaning. A 
meaning that must make sense.  If religion is to be meaningful, it must be“ ”  
supported by philosophy.

People are living their lives exhausted. They are working, shopping, and being 
entertained. This is not the best life for human beings. The best life for human 
beings requires us to use our minds and develop them beyond the capacity that 
other animals are capable of. Philosophy is one of the best ways to do so.
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How to Become a Philosopher

Whether you want to read philosophy, argue well, have a philosophy hobby, 
become a philosopher, or help others learn philosophy, you should start with the 
basics. Why try to reinvent philosophy entirely on your own when you can learn 
quite a bit of the basics from other philosophers? They have spent two 
millennium cataloging and analyzing many common pitfalls and "words of 
advice." To introduce yourself to philosophy, you could take some philosophy 
classes, but it is also possible to try to teach yourself. If you want to teach yourself 
or others, I recommend using the following six steps:

1. Read a little about what philosophy is. For example, my free Introduction 
To Philosophy ebook. 

2. Think about what you would like to get out of philosophy. The more you 
think about this, the more you will make sure to apply philosophy to your 
life whenever possible. I have some suggestions here. 

3. Read some "must-read" philosophy books and accompanying interpretive 
texts. 

4. Learn some formal logic. 
5. Learn about some informal fallacies (errors of reasoning). 
6. Learn what it means to create a good argument. 

I briefly describe each of these steps in this ebook.
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Eight Essential Philosophy Books

If you have decided to learn about philosophy, then you might want to start by 
reading some of the greatest philosophy texts. It will often be a good idea to read 
supplemental books along with the classic texts to help you understand them. 
Many philosophers have written their own interpretations of the classic texts in 
order to help us make sense out of them. Here are eight fairly enjoyable 
philosophy texts that I recommend:

1. John Searle's Minds, Brains, and Science

Some arguments involving philosophy of mind using simple language. Searle 
argues that many other philosophers want to "explain away the mind" rather than 
try to genuinely understand it. Searle argues that the mind is a special physical 
domain of reality.

2. Pierre Hadot's What is Ancient Philosophy?

This might help you make sense out of Ancient Philosophy in general, and it 
argues that ancient philosophy was a "way of life" rather than just arguments that 
tell us what to believe.

3. Nietszche's Pre-Platonic Philosophers

Based on his lecture notes, but makes sense out of pre-platonic philosophy 
without being overly complected. Pre-Platonic philosophers paved the way for 
philosophy and introduced just about every major approach one could take in life. 
(Robin Waterfield's The First Philosophers: The Presocratics and Sophists is probably 
also worth a look.)

4. Epictetus's Handbook (i.e Enchiridon)

When life gets hard, the Handbook is here to save the day. He suggests that we 
can change our emotions by changing our thinking.
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5. Plato's Euthyphro

A dialogue that asks us, Are things good only because we like them?

6. Plato's Republic

Tries to answer many important questions, such as What is Justice? And, Why do 
philosophy?

7. Laurence Lampert's Nietzsche's Task

Supplemental book to help make sense of Nietszche's Beyond Good and Evil. 
(Nietzsche's Teaching is Lampert's interpretation of Nietzsche's Thus Spoke 
Zarathustra.)

8. Nietzsche's Beyond Good and Evil

What is most important in life, and how does this relate to our moral systems? (I 
also recommend Nietzsche's Thus Spoke Zarathusra, which can be read like a 
novel, but it would probably be a good idea to read it with Lampbert's Nietzsche's  
Teaching.)

More

After you are familiar with philosophy, there are many other "classic" texts that 
you might want to read. Here are 20 more books that I recommend to every 
philosophy enthusiast:

1. Philosophy as a Way of life - Pierre Hadot 
2. The Inner Citadel - Pierre Hadot 
3. Meditations - Marcus Aurelius 
4. Therapy of Desire - Martha Nussbaum 
5. Essays on Moral Realism - edited by Geoffrey-Sayre-McCord 
6. Free Will - Gary Watson 
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7. A Theory of Justice - John Rawls 
8. Responsibility and the Moral Sentiments - R. Jay Wallace 
9. Rationality in Action - Searle 
10. Foucault Reader - edited by Paul Rabinow 
11. Concept of the Political - Carl Schmitt 
12. Incompleteness - Rebecca Goldstein 
13. Individuals - P. F. Strawson 
14. Causation - edited by Ernest Sosa an Michael Tooley 
15. Causation and Counterfactuals - Edited by John Collins, Ned Hall, and L. A. 

Paul 
16. Utilitarianism - J. S. Mill 
17. Critique of Pure Reason - Immanuel Kant 
18. Treatise of Human Nature - David Hume 
19. Fundamental Principles of the Metaphysics of Morals - Immanuel Kant 
20. Leviathan - Thomas Hobbes 

Of these twenty additional books, the first four are the most enjoyable, and the 
rest are best for the "initiated." The final four books are older classics, so they are, 
in my opinion, a lot harder to read than usual.

No matter what you end up reading, you will probably want to make heavy use of 
the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, a free internet resource found at 
plato.stanford.edu.

It can also be a good idea to get ahold of one or two introductory philosophy 
textbooks that summarize many of the arguments the major philosophers give. 
For example, Looking at Philosophy by Donald Palmer can be helpful.
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What You Need to Know About Formal Logic

It can be extremely helpful to know some formal logic in order to visualize how 
arguments work. Formal logic shows how the form of an argument can be valid or 
invalid. Assuming that the premises of an argument are true, a valid argument 
form guarantees that the conclusion is true. An invalid argument doesn't. In other 
words, a valid argument can give us reason to agree to a conclusion and an invalid 
argument can't. Knowledge about argument form helps us achieve clear thinking 
and relevant arguments.

I will discuss the following:

1. Argument Form 
2. Validity 
3. Two Common Logic Mistakes 

Argument Form

Argument form is the truth claim structure of an argument. The logical form can 
be revealed by erasing the content of the argument. In propositional logic, the 
content of assertions (propositions) are erased and all that is left are truth claims 
about those propositions.

For example, "If Socrates is a dog, then he is a mammal" and "if Socrates is a 
man, then he is mortal" both have the same form, "If A, then B."

A and B represent propositions. A could be "Socrates is a dog," "Socrates is a 
man," or any other proposition. B could be "Socrates is a mammal," "Socrates is 
mortal" or any other proposition.

"If A, then B" gives us a truth claim: If A is true, then B is true. However, if A is 
true and B is false, then "If A, then B" would be false. For example, "If Socrates is 
a man, then he is a mortal" is true because both A and B are true. He is a man 
and a mortal. However, "If Socrates is a man, then he is a reptile" is false. A 
(Socrates is a man) is true and B (Socrates is a reptile) is false, so it is false that "If 
Socrates is a man, then he is a reptile."
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Validity

A valid argument can't have true premises and a false conclusion, but an invalid 
argument can. Valid arguments are not guaranteed to be good arguments, but 
they have an appropriate sort of logical form.

An example of a valid argument is the following:

1. If Socrates is a man, then he is mortal. 
2. Socrates is a man. 
3. Therefore, Socrates is mortal. 

The argument form is the following:

1. If A, then B. 
2. A. 
3. Therefore, B. 

Any argument using this form is valid, such as, "If Socrates is a lizard, then he is a 
reptile. He is a lizard. Therefore, he is a reptile." Even though he isn't a reptile, 
the truth of the premises guarantees the truth of the conclusion. The only 
problem is that one premise is false. Socrates is a famous philosopher, so he isn't a 
lizard.

Why aren't valid arguments automatically good? Well, the fact that the above 
argument is valid didn't make the premises or conclusion true. Socrates is not a 
lizard, so we have no reason to agree that he is a reptile. Good arguments need 
very plausible premises.

Why do we care? Because an argument has to be valid or we have no reason to 
trust it. Imagine that someone gives you an argument with true premises and a 
false conclusion:

1. If Socrates is a dog, then he is a mammal. 
2. Socrates is a mammal. 
3. Therefore, Socrates is a dog. 

Socrates is a famous philosopher, so he is a human, not a dog. The conclusion is 
false, so the premises didn't prove the conclusion to be true. In fact, the argument 
fails to convince us of the conclusion because it could be false given the argument 
form. Any argument with this form will be invalid. The argument form is the 
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following:

1. If A, then B. 
2. B. 
3. Therefore, A. 

Some arguments with this form could look convincing, such as:

1. If Socrates is a man, then he isn't a woman. 
2. Socrates is not a woman. 
3. Therefore, Socrates is a man. 

This argument in and of itself doesn't prove the conclusion to be true until we 
realize that there needs to be an additional premise: Socrates can't be both a man 
and a woman.

Common Mistakes

We tend not to talk about formal logic at all. It was discovered by Aristotle 
around 350 BC. We tend to do logic automatically without thinking about it, but 
this often leads to mistakes. Some of the most common mistakes involve 
objections against other arguments. In particular, people (a) don't always object 
to premises and (b) don't always object to conclusions. We can't reject a 
conclusion to a valid argument unless we can reject both a premise and the 
conclusion.

How do we do logic automatically? 

We expect everyone to provide us with valid arguments. For example, the 
argument "Abortion is wrong because it kills a person" could appear invalid on 
close inspection:

1. Abortion kills a person. 
2. Therefore, Abortion is wrong. 

The argument form appears to be "A, therefore B." This couldn't possibly be 
valid because A and B can be any propositions, even if they are unrelated. For 
example, "The sky is blue, therefore lizards are mammals." The premise is true, 
but the conclusion is false.
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However, we don't read the argument as invalid. Why? Because the fact that 
"killing people is wrong" is taken to be common knowledge. We don't require 
people to "spell it out" for us.

How to provide objections

If we want to prove that an argument's conclusion is false, then we must prove 
that (a) a premise is probably false and (b) the conclusion is probably false. If a 
valid argument provides us with a false premise, then it might have a false 
conclusion, so we need to show that it is probably false based on a new argument.

For example, consider the following argument:

1. You have a duty to help people in every way you can. 
2. You could help people if you cure cancer. 
3. Therefore, you have a duty to cure cancer. 

The problem is that the premise "you have a duty to help people in every way you 
can" is false because it's too demanding. We don't need to devote our lives to 
every single cause. We just need to help people so much or we could neglect our 
personal needs.

However, I haven't yet proven that you don't have a duty to cure cancer because 
there might be some other reason that you have such a duty. Perhaps curing 
cancer is the most effective way that you could personally help others. But that is 
probably not the case for you personally because you probably don't have the 
expertise necessary to cure cancer. I could provide an additional argument to 
prove that you probably don't have a duty to cure cancer:

1. Your time would be more effectively used to help others in some way other 
than curing cancer. 

2. If your time would be used more effectively doing something else, then you 
don't have a duty to cure cancer. 

3. Therefore, you don't have a duty to cure cancer. 

Two Common Logic Mistakes

Only objecting to a conclusion: Most people seem to want to totally ignore the 
argument provided by their "opponent" because they only want to object to the 
conclusion. However, a valid argument with true premises automatically provide 
us with true conclusions. Therefore, objecting to the conclusion is insufficient to 
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prove that the conclusion is false.

For example, someone who argues that abortion is wrong because it kills a person 
might face the objection, "But forbidding abortion violates the rights of women!" 
The fact is that abortion could be wrong even if forbidding it does violate the 
rights of women. If we want to know if abortion should be forbidden, we might 
need a cost/benefit analysis to decide and violating women's rights would only be 
one factor in that analysis.

Only objecting to a premise: Some people realize that objecting to a premise is 
a good idea, but they can't then decide the conclusion is false.

For example, someone who argues that Socrates is mortal because he is a dog 
could face the objection, "But he isn't a dog!" This objection isn't against the 
conclusion, it's only against a premise. The conclusion is still true. Socrates is 
mortal whether he is a dog or not.

When could this happen in real life? Consider the above anti-abortion argument:

1. Abortion kills a person. 
2. Killing people is wrong.
3. Therefore, Abortion is wrong.

People could then object to this argument by trying to prove that abortion doesn't 
kill people. Perhaps a fetus is not a person. Then they could conclude that 
abortion isn't wrong after all. This objection is an appeal to ignorance because the 
fact is that we might not know if the conclusion is true or false. Even if abortion 
doesn't kill people, it might be wrong anyway. (Killing fetus's might also be 
wrong.) The assumption many people seem to have is, "If a premise is false, then 
the conclusion is false." That assumption is false. If a premise is false, the 
conclusion might be true anyway. 

Conclusion

Thinking deliberately in terms of logic can take a great deal of time. I have been 
working on it for around 10 years. However, you can start to benefit from 
learning about logic now. There are common logical errors people make when 
they ignore logic rather than embrace it.

I have only briefly discussed formal logic here. The mistakes mentioned are the 
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most common that I have noticed, but the benefits I have gained from learning 
about logic is greater than just to provide relevant objections to arguments.
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Four Requirements to Good Arguments

Formal logic can help us achieve clarity and relevant arguments, but there are 
other requirements for a good argument. Most philosophers seem to get caught 
up discussing "fallacies" (errors in reasoning) rather than "good reasoning." I will 
discuss the following four requirements for writing good arguments and the 
corresponding fallacies for failing to achieve the requirements:

1. Supporting Evidence 
2. Relevant Evidence 
3. Consider all Viable Options 
4. Charity 

Supporting Evidence

Arguments must have premises and a conclusion. Premises are statements that 
must be accepted before the conclusion is accepted. Premises could be 
considered "evidence" for the conclusion, but even premises must not be 
accepted without evidence. Sometimes we might accept a premise because it is 
"taken for granted" as true, but that tends not to be acceptable unless the premise 
has already been established as true.

An argument can only have relevant supporting evidence if (a) the conclusion is 
appropriately modest, (b) the premises are more certain than the conclusion, and 
(c) the conclusion isn't illegitimately absurd.

Modest Conclusions

The premises of an argument must lead us to the conclusion. If the argument is 
valid and the premises are true, then we have no choice but to accept the 
conclusion. Such a conclusion is appropriately "modest." For example:

1. If Socrates is a man, the he is mortal. 
2. He is a man. 
3. Therefore, he is mortal. 

The conclusion must be accepted because the premises are certain (or close to 
being certain).
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Overly ambitious conclusions

A conclusion that is not proven from the premises is an inappropriate sort of 
conclusion. Such conclusions tend to be "overly ambitious." For example:

1. If Socrates is a philosopher, then he is relatively wise. 
2. Socrates is a philosopher. 
3. Therefore, Socrates knows that the Earth is the third planet from the sun. 

It is common knowledge that the Earth is the third planet from the sun and we 
would expect that relatively wise people would know such a thing, but that is only 
common knowledge in our day and age. Socrates was from a different period of 
time, so he might have not known. The conclusion is overly ambitious because 
we can only accept the conclusion given certain unstated assumptions.
An overly ambitious conclusion reveals that an argument is insufficiently proven, 
which is because it is logically invalid. 

Less Certain Conclusions

Conclusions should be less certain than the supporting evidence. Conclusions 
must not be more certain that the premises or the premises aren't "evidence" for 
the conclusion. Imagine that someone argues the following:

1. If people exist, then atoms exist. 
2. People exist. 
3. Therefore, atoms exist. 

This argument is logically valid, but we are more certain that people exist than 
atoms exist. The fact that people exist can't be taken to be evidence that atoms 
exist. That isn't to say that atoms don't exist. We just know less about atoms 
existing than people.

To have a conclusion that is more certain than the premises is a fallacy, but I 
don't know the name of it. It might not have a name. I will call such a fallacy a 
"non-argument" because no real argument is given to accept the conclusion.

Absurd conclusions

Even worse than having a non-argument is having an illegitimately absurd 
conclusion. Absurd conclusions are extraordinary claims, and my point here is 
merely that extraordinary conclusions require extraordinary evidence. An absurd 
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conclusion can be a conclusion that is almost certainly false even if the premises 
seem to be probably true. It is impossible to have an illegitimately absurd 
conclusion if the conclusion is appropriately modest, so the premises used must 
be questionable. But the fact that questionable premises can lead us to an absurd 
conclusion just makes us that much more certain that a premise has to be false. 
For example:

1. I have existed for the past 29 years. 
2. The past resembles the future. 
3. Therefore, I will always exist. 

Some people can't imagine not being immortal and they believe they probably 
have an immortal soul. After all, we have existed all our lives. However, the 
conclusion is so incredible that one of the premises is almost certainly false. In 
this case the premise "the past resembles the future" seems to be taken the wrong 
way. If we are ever to accept the immortality of the soul, we will need a much 
better argument than this.

To have an absurd conclusion, such as the argument above, is to commit a 
fallacy, but I don't know if it has a name. I will call it "ergo absurdum" (therefore 
absurdity).

Even if the premises are seem true, the conclusion might not be true.

Another example of an argument with an absurd conclusion is the following:

1. Many people have "past life experiences" that provide insightful 
information.

2. Either past life experiences are caused by past lives or dreams.
3. It is very unlikely that a dream lead to such insightful information.
4. Therefore, some people probably have past lives.

Although all of the premises look very likely to be true, the conclusion is absurd. 
The problem is that we have good reason to suspect that at least one premise is 
false. Perhaps there are other explanations for past life experiences than the two 
mentioned, and perhaps dreams can lead to the insightful information given by 
past life experiences. The fact is that we are uncertain about the premises all 
being true, and extraordinary conclusions require extraordinary evidence. Such 
extaordinary evidence isn't given.
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Relevant Evidence

The evidence used in arguments must be relevant or we have no reason to trust 
them. The fact that bread has always been nutritious (rather than poison) makes 
it reasonable to think bread is still nutritious. However, people seem to be drawn 
to distractions (red herrings) rather than relevant reasons.

For example, the fact that the Soviet Union had universal health care doesn't 
prove that universal health care is wrong. If everything the Soviets did was wrong, 
then we should never eat food or have sex. The temptation to dismiss some idea 
out of hand just because it was endorsed by an undesirable person or society is 
just a problem with human psychology.

The fallacy of using irrelevant evidence for a position is often called the "red 
herring" fallacy. Red herring fallacies are very common when people give 
"objections" to other arguments. Why? We often ignore the other person's 
argument and just argue against their conclusion. We have a hard time giving 
relevant evidence against one conclusion and for another. For example, consider the 
following argument:

1. Abortion kills people. 
2. Killing people is always wrong. 
3. Therefore, abortion is forbidden. 

A common response is that abortion should not be forbidden because that would 
violate women's rights. However, women's rights are somewhat irrelevant to the 
above argument. If we accept the premises, then the conclusion follows. If 
women's rights prove that abortion isn't forbidden, then we are stuck with a 
contradiction: Abortion is forbidden and it isn't.

A correct objection to the abortion argument is to challenge one of the premises. 
Is killing people always wrong? If so, war should be entirely illegal. Does abortion 
kill people? If fetuses are people, then perhaps dogs are as well.

If we find it very important to argue against someone's conclusion, then we can 
do so, but we should first argue against one of the premises.
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Consider all Viable Options

Arguments require that we accept that something is true instead of something else. 
Every single premise could be challenged if it doesn't describe reality perfectly. 
When we argue that Einstein's theory of relativity is true, we need to take a look 
at how much better it is than any alternative. The same goes for any other theory.

It is difficult for us to consider every viable option, so beliefs that fail to do so are 
common. Consider the following assertions:

1. Either communism is good or universal health care is bad. 
2. Ether creationism is true or evolution is true. 
3. Either God exists or morality is just a matter of taste. 

We might wonder, Why can't both be false? Maybe capitalism is mostly good, but 
universal health care can also be good. There are often more options than we see 
at first. To assume less viable options than really exist is to suppress evidence and 
commit a popular fallacy known as the "false dilemma."

Charity

When we object to an argument, we need to be able to describe it and fully 
understand it or what we have to say will be irrelevant. To do so is to be 
"charitable." To misunderstand or misrepresent another people's view could 
destroy our chances of saying anything relevant. Consider the following 
argument:

1. People who believe in God life a better life. 
2. We have some reason to engage in actions that offer us benefits. 
3. Therefore, we have some reason to believe in God. 

Someone might then disagree with you and say the following: "You are saying 
that everyone has to believe in God because it offers us benefits, but we shouldn't 
have to believe something just because it benefits us in some ways!" This 
argument has misrepresented the argument because having some reason to 
believe in God is much different from the belief that "everyone must believe in 
God." Such an argument is totally irrelevant.
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To misrepresent other people's arguments by making their argument worse is a 
fallacy called the "straw man." However, to misrepresenting someone's argument 
by improving it isn't wrong. Rather than argue against a flawed argument, we 
should want to argue against the best argument we can.

Conclusion

Supporting evidence, relevance, considering all viable options, and charity are 
essential for any good argument. People all too often fail to live up to these 
standards, and such standards are difficult to live up to without experience. 
People with no experience with logic have an even greater chance of providing us 
with inappropriate supporting evidence (non-arguments), overly ambitious 
conclusions, red herrings, false dilemmas, and straw men.

For more information on fallacies, you might like the following website:

• The Fallacy Files  
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Four Sorts of Justifications

Whenever we provide an argument we should provide some justification for any 
controversial premise that our argument requires everyone to accept. We need to 
answer the question, "Why should anyone agree?" I will discuss four sorts of 
justification and the corresponding fallacies:

1. Appeal to Authority 
2. Argument from Analogy 
3. Generalization 
4. Personal Experience 

Appeal to Authority

We don't always have the time to find out every fact about the universe through 
scientific experimentation. Instead, we accept the knowledge of others. This is 
especially important when we want to know about science or technology. For 
example, we know that eating too much fatty food tends to be unhealthy. We can 
rely on expert opinion as long as the experts agree and arrived at their opinions 
through a reliable method.

If experts arrived at their opinions through a reliable method and they agree, then 
we have a great deal of reason to agree with them. If an expert knows much more 
than we do about something, then we might have no choice but to take their 
opinion seriously. The relatively reliable opinions of experts aren't beliefs we have 
to accept, but they are worthy of consideration (and permissible to hold), even 
when the experts disagree. For example, philosophers currently disagree whether 
or not moral truth is a product of our instincts. Therefore, we have good reason 
to be uncertain about what to think on the subject. We could be rational to 
believe that morality is a product of our instincts (or the opposite).
Appeal to Inappropriate Authority

It is inappropriate to cite an authority when (a) the person is not an expert (of the 
topic in question), (b) the experts disagree, or (c) the experts are unable to form a 
reliable opinion. For example, doctors are generally not experts in philosophy. 
When people cite an authority in order to support their argument in the wrong 
way, they are using a fallacy known as the "appeal to inappropriate authority."
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Argument from Analogy

Analogies are often useful to help us justify our arguments. Analogies are 
comparisons between two things that reveal some common truth about those two 
things. For example, punching people and kicking people are both generally 
wrong for the same reason  They hurt people. So, punching and kicking are—  
"analogous" in that sense.

One example of an analogy in philosophy is Peter Singer's comparison of saving a 
drowning child in a small pool of water and saving lives through charity. He 
argues that both forms of behavior are moral obligations because we can do a 
great deal through little cost to ourselves.

False Analogy

Analogies don't always work. To use an analogy to support an argument when the 
analogy doesn't reflect the relevant similarities is a fallacy known as a "false 
analogy." Some people have argued that Peter Singer's analogy fails for various 
reasons. Perhaps we only have a duty to help those close to us or perhaps we 
don't have an obligation to help others at all. These challenges to Singer's 
argument aren't obliviously true, so much more must be said before we should 
reject Singer's analogy.

Generalization

Generalization is essential for just about any justification to work. For example, 
we assume that the past will be like the future. The sun will rise tomorrow. Eating 
lots of fatty foods will still be unhealthy two days from now. And so on.

Hasty Generalization

However, there are various ways generalization could be applied wrong. One 
common failure of generalization is the "hasty generalization" fallacy. We need a 
sufficiently large sample size before we can generalize. For example, fatty foods 
have always been unhealthy, so we think they always will be. 

However, it isn't clear that most Christians are prejudiced against atheists (or vice 
versa). A scientific study would be required to answer that question.

A common hasty generalization is racism. People who have had some bad 
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experiences with people of a certain racial group sometimes decide that everyone 
of that racial group have various negative traits. However, we all have a very 
unique and limited experience of the world and we shouldn't judge a group of 
people based on a handful of experiences.

Personal Experience

One of the most common sorts of justification is personal experience. We know 
other people have thoughts in part because we personally have thoughts. We 
think they see the color green in part because we see the color green. Personal 
experience is an important factor in justification despite the fact that it requires a 
unique and limited experience of the world. Personal experience can be combined 
with generalization and observation to know that others have similar "personal 
experience" to ourselves.

For example, we experience that some actions are right and others are wrong. We 
observe that other people argue about which actions are right and which are 
wrong, which implies that they too experience some as right and others as wrong. 
We can then generalize that many people experience some actions as right and 
some as wrong. Kicking and punching tend to be viewed as wrong.

Anecdotal Evidence

Personal experience is often misused in justifications, which is known as the 
"anecdotal evidence" fallacy. What people call "testimonial evidence" tends to be 
used as a form of anecdotal evidence. To think something is true for me and 
merely assume it is true for others without the appropriate generalization or 
observation attached. This is a form of hasty generalization. We tend to think 
everyone is like ourselves. The fact that a drug works for us doesn't mean it will 
work for others, for example.

We see the anecdotal evidence fallacy on television every day. People always say, 
"If I can do it, so can you!" Or "It worked for me, so it will work for you!" There 
is no way to know this without a scientific study and relevant data.

Conclusion

We need to try to justify our arguments appropriately. To justify an argument 
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appropriately seems rare in everyday life, so we should give our justifications a lot 
more thought and consideration. It might not be possible to always justify our 
arguments perfectly, but we can get better with experience.
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Four Terrible Ways to Argue

Philosophers have mentioned thousands of fallacies (errors in reasoning), but I 
will discuss four more in detail that I find to be very common. These fallacies are 
"terrible ways to argue." I have already discussed several other fallacies in past 
posts, but here are four more that everyone needs to know about. To discuss 
these fallacies is to give tips for good argumentation, and they can help us identify 
errors in reasoning given by others. The four fallacies are the following:

1. Appeal to Ignorance 
2. Equivocation 
3. Reversal of Burden of Proof 
4. Begging the Question 

Appeal to Ignorance

To say that something is true (or false) just because we don't know something is 
an error in judgment. Consider the following argument:

1. We haven't found any alien life in the universe, even though we have spent 
some time looking. 

2. Therefore, we know there is no alien life in the universe. 

This argument could be valid given an "ignorance premise," like the following:

1. We haven't found any alien life in the universe, even though we have spent 
some time looking. 

2. If we can't find proof that something exists, then it doesn't exist. 
3. Therefore, we know there is no alien life in the universe. 

This argument is clearly false, but people have used similar (and hopefully less 
extreme) arguments with the same problem. The assumption that proof is 
required for something to be true is clearly a false assumption. Such an 
assumption is often not one people generally have consciously, but their 
arguments imply such an assumption.

I have already discussed a common appeal to ignorance. If you only object to a 
premise of an argument, we can't assume that the conclusion is false:
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For example, someone who argues that Socrates is mortal because he is a dog 
could face the objection, But he isn t a dog!  This objection isn t against the“ ’ ” ’  
conclusion, it s only against a premise. The conclusion is still true. Socrates is’  
mortal whether he is a dog or not.

As I said before, "If we want to prove that an argument s conclusion is false, then’  
we must prove that (a) a premise is probably false and (b) the conclusion is 
probably false."

Equivocation

We need to use our terminology consistently. Sometimes a word has two different 
meanings, but it would be wrong to require an argument to both use the premises 
consistently and inconsistently. Consider the following argument:

1. I am logical because I know when I see an argument that "sounds bad." 
2. Therefore, I don't need to take a logic class. 

This argument requires that "logical" means "know what arguments sound bad." 
However, that isn't what logic classes are about. Logic classes are about "formal 
logic." Go here to see what formal logic is.

Although this argument is obviously horrible, I suspect that almost everyone 
thinks it. They don't know what logic is in the philosophical sense, so they decide 
it isn't needed based on their self-confidence.

Another common equivocation is to confuse "socialism" as "Marxism" with 
"socialism" as "Soviet totalitarianism." Consider the following argument:

1. Universal health care is socialistic. 
2. Socialism failed in the Soviet Union. 
3. Therefore universal health care will fail. 

The fact is that socialism in the sense of government programs (Marxism) is very 
common throughout the world. Public education is socialistic in this sense. Such 
programs occasionally are very successful. Universal health care has had relative 
success in various countries. Universal health care does not have to be anything 
like Soviet totalitarianism.
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People often decide that "logic" is faulty, "philosophy" is unreliable, and 
"communism" has failed. These thoughts are often based on equivocating the 
terms. People think an argument is logical merely if it "sounds good," philosophy 
means "my personal hypothesis," and communism means "Soviet totalitarianism." 
This thinking infects our society at large and has caused all sorts of problems.
For example, philosophy and logic aren't believed to be worth teaching in high 
school. Religion and science are seen as "personal commitments" rather than 
potentially rational. Without philosophy "critical reasoning" now means little 
more than "the ability to prove you understand what the teacher wants you to 
think."

Begging the Question

One of the worst sorts of arguments "begs the question." This means that 
someone merely give insufficient evidence or even "circular reasoning." For 
example:

1. We know God exists because the Bible says so. 
2. We know the Bible is reliable because God wrote it. 

A premise of this argument requires us to accept that the Bible is reliable, but the 
conclusion is treated as evidence of that premise. The conclusion of an argument 
should not be used as evidence because it's what we want to prove in the first 
place.

Begging the question to to some degree is extremely common because people 
generally don't know how to justify their arguments. An inappropriate appeal to 
authority, false analogy, hasty generalization, and anecdotal evidence are very 
popular fallacious sorts of justification that merely "beg the question." Go here for 
more information.

Reversal of Burden of Proof

The question every argument requires us to answer is, "Who needs to prove 
something?" If one conclusion must be proven, then that conclusion has the 
"burden of proof." If the conclusion is not proven, then we have reason to reject 
it. To misrepresent the burden of proof is a fallacy called the "reversal of the 
burden of proof."
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Consider the following argument:

1. It is possible that there is life on Mars that we haven't found yet. 
2. Therefore, we should believe in Martians. 

This argument assumes that people who don't believe in Martians have the 
burden of proof. They need to prove that there is no life on Mars, but they 
haven't done so. However, this is a misrepresentation of the burden of proof. If 
we want others to believe something exists, then we need sufficient evidence. We 
don't have sufficient evidence that there is life on Mars at this time, so it is 
currently most reasonable to disbelieve in Martians. It also makes perfect sense to 
disbelieve in ghosts, bigfoot, and unicorns considering that scientists don't have 
enough evidence to confirm the existence of these entities.

A similar fallacy to "reversing the burden of proof" is to deny any burden of proof. 
To say that we should remain undecided rather than disbelieve in ghosts, for 
example. If there is no evidence that ghosts exist, then we shouldn't believe in 
them. Some good evidence is required before we should even be undecided.

Many people argue that we should be undecided about whether or not God 
exists, which assumes that there is equal reason to believe in God as there is to 
disbelieve. However, this assumption must be proven. It isn't obviously true.

Note that begging the question always requires someone to "reverse the burden of 
proof." If we reverse the burden of proof, then we beg the question. If we beg the 
question, then we are ignoring our burden of proof.

Occam's razor

Some people have related Occam's Razor to the default position to disbelieve. If 
two explanations are equally explanatory, then the simpler explanation is 
considered to be the best. For example, it is possible that the universe is an 
illusion, but this "hypothesis" seems to have a harder time explaining why some 
objects feel solid and so forth.

However, it isn't always clear what "equally explanatory" should mean. For 
example, some philosophers think morality is based on our instincts despite the 
fact that we don't think morality is "just a matter of personal preference." Our 
belief that morality is "objective" isn't "explained" by the position that morality is 
based on our instincts, but some philosophers think such a belief isn't worth 
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explaining in the first place. It's just delusional thinking. Perhaps we "project our 
preferences onto the world."

Overly ambitious conclusions

Some conclusions are very ambitious, and such arguments have a unusually 
strong burden of proof. To try to prove that bread probably won't be poisonous 
two days from now is a modest conclusion that requires very little proof. 
However, proving that God exists is about as ambitious as an argument could get. 
The more ambitious the argument is, the more evidence we want for the 
conclusion. If a conclusion appears to be "absurd," then we need to be (almost) 
certain that the premises are true.

The ergo absurdum fallacy is a way of reversing the burden of proof by having 
overly ambitious conclusions. I discussed this fallacy in my essay Four 
Requirements for Good Arguments:

Even worse than having a non-argument is having an absurd conclusion. It is 
impossible to have an absurd conclusion if the conclusion is appropriately 
modest, so the premises used must be questionable. But the fact that 
questionable premises can lead us to an absurd conclusion just makes us that 
much more certain that a premise has to be false. For example:

1. I have existed for the past 29 years. 
2. The past resembles the future. 
3. Therefore, I will always exist. 

The conclusion "I will always exist" is absurd, and the premises aren't certain. We 
have good reason to think something is wrong with one of the premises. The 
burden of proof to justify an absurd conclusion is not taken seriously by this 
argument.

Conclusion

The fallacies mentioned here are serious errors in reasoning and we should keep 
them in mind to correct our thinking and identify fallacious thinking in others. 
Begging the question and reversing the burden of proof are failures to sufficiently 
justify our arguments, but the equivocation and appeal to ignorance fallacies don't 
just fail to adequately justify an argument. They fail to do so entirely.
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Appendix

How to Get an A in Philosophy

Even if you aren't in a philosophy class, the advice I give can be relevant to 
attaining a greater understanding of philosophy in general. Although some 
philosophy professors are easy, not all are. In other words, you probably can't get 
an easy A in philosophy. Nonetheless, I have a great deal of advice that can help 
raise your grade. Here is my current advice:

1. Take Notes

This should be obvious, but you should be taking notes. Some students don't 
think about taking notes when taking an online class, but you need notes no 
matter what sort of philosophy class you are taking.

2. Read & Re-Read

It should be obvious to read the assigned material, but you might have to read a 
paragraph or essay several times.

3. Do Research

You will encounter terminology and difficult reading. Look up unfamiliar 
terminology, and read what others have to say about the text. For example, the 
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy has something to say about everything: 
Metaphysics, Epistemology, Plato, Aristotle, and so on.
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4. Talk About It

Tell others what you are learning in your class. Your conversation could help do 
the following:

(a) Force you to understand the material by verbalizing it.
(b) Make the material relevant and interesting to your life.
(c) Relate what you learn in the class to something else.
(d) Help you remember the material for later.

5. Know What Arguments Are

A logic class can help, but you can learn quite a bit of logic on our own as well. In 
particular, know the following:

(a) formal logic  
(b) requirements of good arguments  
(c) justification  
(d) terrible ways to argue  

6. Research Essay Writing

Try to find clear and simple philosophical writing that you can emulate and read 
what philosophers have to say about writing essays. For example, you might want 
to take a look at Thomas Leddy's Guidelines for Writing Papers in Philosophy 
and Jim Pryor's Guidelines for Writing a Philosophy Paper.

Some quick tips:

(a) Keep things as simple as you can. Don't be too entertaining or 
flowery.

(b) Make it very clear exactly what you will write in the first paragraph.
(c) Rewrite your essay over and over until it makes sense.
(d) Cite your sources. Have a bibliography and give page numbers, even 

if you aren't quoting the material. You need to give credit to other 
people's ideas.
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7. Take Your Time

Reading and writing philosophy can take a lot of time. Don't rush things. Make 
time for learning philosophy. You might need to set aside an entire day to write 
your essay. Or even the "rough draft" of your essay. I have had to do so.

8. Go to Office Hours

Go to office hours to ask questions, discuss what you plan on writing for your 
essay, or even to present a rough draft of your essay before it's due.

9. Go to a Tutor

If you can go to see a tutor, you should try to do so every week. At a university 
going to see your Graduate Student Instructor every week is a great idea.

10. Become a Tutor and/or Teacher 

If you get an A in a philosophy class, you might be able to become a tutor. This 
will force you to review the class material and make sure you understand it as well 
as possible. You will get a strong sense about your strengths and weaknesses. You 
will realize that you might not understand something as well as you thought, so 
you can do further research to try to have a better understanding.

If you are a graduate student, you can become a teacher. This is much like being 
a tutor, but it will force you to think a great deal about everything relevant to the 
class.

Conclusion

No matter what degree you want to get, what you get out of school is up to you. 
For most people everything learned to get a BA degree is quickly forgotten and 
never really put to use. Some people see the degree as little more than a "life 
experience." If the classes you take have anything important to teach you, then 
you need to put it to use and relate it to your life on your own. Remind yourself 
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what is important and try to be excited about what you are learning. In 
philosophy, there are many reasons to be excited and I have written about some 
of them in my essay, "Why Philosophy is Awesome."

If philosophy seems too hard, I have two encouraging points. First, it's only too 
hard because it's so new and unusual to you. The more experience you get in 
philosophy, the easier it gets. Second, spending a day writing philosophy essays 
won't seem so bad after a while. You'll get used to it.
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How to Take Philosophy Notes

Some philosophy students are clueless about how to take philosophy notes, but 
taking notes can be essential to understanding philosophy. I recommend that you 
take notes whether you are taking a philosophy class or reading a philosophy 
book. In order to take good notes, you're going to have to learn what is important 
in philosophy. Here are some things to look for in a lecture or book that you 
should be putting in your notes:

1. Terminology

You need to know what the words mean. If you hear any word that you don't 
know, you should write it down and look it up when you get a chance.

2. The Arguments

Arguments are the meat of philosophy. You should know the arguments that are 
given. You should know why an intelligent person might agree with the argument, 
if possible. You should also know why an intelligent person might disagree with 
it.

3. Your Questions

Write down any questions you have. This will help you (a) wait for the question 
to be answered, (b) ask the question to the professor (during office hours if 
necessary), (c) do your own research to try to answer the question. One of the 
best resources for research is the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy.

4. Page Numbers

You should write down the page numbers for where vocabulary, important 
quotations, and arguments are given. This will help you write your essays later, or 
just to look back at any text you forget or have a difficult time with.
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How to Teach Philosophy

The best way to teach philosophical thinking is just by having conversations with 
others. This is one reason that being a friend (or a tutor) is one of the best ways 
to teach philosophy. However, philosophy instructors tend to be the most 
influential teachers of philosophy. I have had the pleasure to be a philosophy 
tutor and to teach three philosophy classes. I'm not the best, but here are some 
ideas for teaching students how to think philosophically. Philosophy instructors 
can teach philosophical thinking through discussing, reading philosophy, and 
writing philosophy, but there's a lot more to think about. Students have a hard 
time thinking philosophically, reading philosophy, and writing philosophy essays, 
and we can help them.

Discussing Philosophy

Philosophy discussion is best one on one, but it can be necessary even in a 
classroom. When discussing philosophy, you can do the following:

1. Try to clarify the arguments of others. Simplify them in an attempt to find 
the premises, conclusion, and justification. 

2. Don't tell people they are wrong. Instead, help them improve their 
argument. 

3. Help people find more information that they can research to help them 
understand what philosophers have to say about the relevant topic. 

Reading Philosophy

I know of three ways to help students read philosophy:

1. Give them some tips. For example, they should be willing to do research 
and look up difficult vocabulary. The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy 
should be mentioned. 

2. Read the text with them and (a) ask the class to help you make sense out of 
the text and (b) tell them your interpretation of the text. This is an essential 
method for teaching when you tutor students one on one, but even 
instructors can do it with their class. 

3. Summarize the arguments. You could give out handouts or let students 
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download lecture notes that show all the premises and the conclusion for 
each argument. 

Writing Philosophy

We can't demand that students know how to write philosophy right off the bat. 
Some philosophy professors give up on expecting anything from student's 
philosophy essays because it is so hard for them. I think we can teach students 
how to write relatively good philosophy essays. Here are my ideas for teaching 
students how to do so:

1. Teach them about formal logic, requirements for good arguments, 
justification, and fallacies. Tell them how these things are relevant to their 
lives and philosophy in general. 

2. Have them read good examples of philosophical essay writing that they can 
emulate. John Searle's texts are a pretty good example. A sample student 
essay can also help. 

3. Have them read about philosophical essay writing. 
4. Have them write about how to write philosophical essays. If they can tell you 

how it's done, they will internalize their understanding. 
5. Have the class help each student consider various objections to their 

arguments. They will be expected to reply to at least one good objection in 
their essay. 

Conclusion

Whether you are a tutor, or an instructor, or a philosophy student teaching 
philosophy to others is important. I hope these tips will help.

If you are going to teach a philosophy class, I also recommend that you read some 
books about teaching, such as McKeachie's Teaching Tips by Wilbert J. McKeachie 
and Marilla Svinicki. Older editions are very cheap on Amazon. 
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